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ABSTRACT

This study aims to developing interactive multimedia using Lectora inspire for vehicle body construction courses for Universitas Sriwijaya students. The Lectora inspire software was used because easy to operate and can be made interactive electronic learning. Research and development method were used because it is an effective for developing multimedia and able to test the effectiveness of the product. Based on results, the interactive multimedia using Lectora inspire software are valid with percentage of 87.5% for multimedia and 86.9% for matters, practice with percentage in small group test of 85.52% and field test of 86.61%, and effective because based on post-test results 80% of respondents was passed. Thus, interactive multimedia using Lectora inspire software for vehicle body construction courses proper to use in Mechanical Engineering Education study program, Universitas Sriwijaya.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Learning process is an interaction process between tutors with student. A good learning process occurs if has a systematic learning program, where them has a strategy so that results of learning is good and measurable [1]. Utilization of technology is something that should be done so that learning strategies become effective [2]. In addition, utilization of technology for avoid the tutor becomes the dominant source of learning, where conditions were not effective and interactive. Thus, interactive multimedia is needed for learning to be effective and efficient.

Multimedia is a combination of types of media, where it is a combination of text, graphics, animation, sound and or images [3]. Multimedia is usually made interactive for learning to be interesting or called interactive multimedia [4]. Interactive multimedia can create curiosity about the content of matter [5]. Therefore, the interaction in the learning process between tutor or teacher with student becomes good [5].

Vehicle body construction is one of the course in Mechanical Engineering Education study program at Universitas Sriwijaya with basic competencies: the history of vehicle body development; vehicle body design (aerodynamics, ergonomic and aesthetic factor); vehicle body components; vehicle body repair method; and vehicle body welding method. These matters are appropriate when formed in interactive multimedia so that basic competencies are easy to understand. Interactive multimedia developed using Lectora inspire software is proposed.

The Lectora inspire software is software that often used for developing electronic-learning (e-learning) because it can be made interactive. Since the Lectora inspire was widely used for online courses and presentations. In addition, the Lectora inspire has several advantages [6]: can used to create websites; the features that support the creation on interactive e-learning; the features provided are user friendly; has many template; and support by other application such as Sagit and Camtasia Flypaper. Therefore, interactive multimedia that is user friendly and interactive is needed so that the delivery of matters for vehicle body construction courses was better. Thus, this study examines the development of interactive
multimedia using the Lectora inspire software was proposed for the vehicle body construction courses for application in the Mechanical Engineering Education study program at Universitas Sriwijaya.

2 METHODOLOGY

This study was used the research and development (R and D) method proposed by Sugiyono [7]. The R and D method is an effective for developing multimedia [7]. The multimedia development uses three stages of testing [8]: one to one (3 respondents); small group (10 respondents), and field test (one class or 40 respondents). The activity flow diagram can be seen in Figure 1 because this method able to test the effectiveness of the product.
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**Figure 1 Flow of activities [1]**

Expert assessment is an effort to find out the weaknesses of the media and matters developed by asking with experts [1]. In one to one stage, the response subject about interactive multimedia developed is done through interviews and questionnaires. After revision based on response of subject in one to one stage has been done the next is small group test. In this session, the prototype (interactive multimedia developed) tests on 10 people. Next, field test to know the validity, effectiveness, and practicality of prototype.

The validity, effectiveness, and practicality were carried out using quantitative methods, Equation 1 is an example of analysis,

\[
\text{Percentage} \, (\%) = \frac{\text{observation results}}{\text{maximum score}} \times 100\% \quad (1)
\]

After that, the calculation results using Equation 1 are categorized using Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Interpret</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76 - 100 %</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 - 75 %</td>
<td>Enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 - 55 %</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 39 %</td>
<td>Not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The processed data in this AQA-web is retrieved from the internal data of the Mechanical Engineering Department, Sriwijaya University.

The data will be delivered in the form of master data, which has been grouped based on entities and attributes.

The entities and attributes or the data is written using alphanumeric or pdf. On the other hand, the external data are retrieved in the form of REST API, which is originally belong to the Information, Communication, and Technology Center of Sriwijaya University.

3.1 Results and Discussions

Based on the validity test, the percentage of feasibility of interactive multimedia using the Lectora inspire software was 87.5%, categorized as valid. However, there suggestions to address namely improve font so that the matters are easy to read. After the prototype is repaired (prototype 2), the next step is the matters validation. Based on tested, percentage of matters validation was 86.9%, categorized as valid too. Therefore, prototype 2 is worth testing one to one, small group, field test stage.

Based on one to one tested, the respondents (3 peoples) gave an assessment that prototype 2 was user friendly and quite interactive, where they without being guided are able to run the prototype smoothly. Based on small group tested, the average respondents (10 peoples) gave a rating of 85.52%, categorized valid (very good). They (10 peoples) can run prototype 2 and easily understand all matters.

The next is field test. The difference between the field test stage and the others is that the pre-test and post-test are prepared. The pre-test and post-test given to respondents (40 peoples) in the handouts form. Based on pre-test results, the value obtained by respondents is 25 (not pass). After using prototype 2, the value is obtained by 80% of respondents is up to 56 (enough). Thus, interactive multimedia using the Lectora inspire software is effective to be uses.
4 CONCLUSIONS

Development of interactive multimedia using the Lectora inspire software for vehicle body construction in Mechanical Engineering Education study program, Universitas Sriwijaya are valid with percentage of 87.5% for multimedia and 86.9% for matters, practice with percentage in small group test of 85.52% and field test of 86.61%, and effective because based on post-test results 80% of respondents was passed.
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